Salience Network Activity in Perceptual Decisions.
The dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and the anterior insulae (AIs) are coactivated in various perceptual decision-making (PDM) tasks and form the salience network (SN): a key network in sensory perception and the coordination of behavioral responses. However, what the functional role of SN is, how these key SN nodes interact with each other to form a network in a perceptual decision, and how the network depends on the perceptual difficulty remain largely unknown. In the present study, we measured blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). During four PDM tasks (1) face-house discrimination, (2) happy-angry face discrimination, (3) audiovisual asynchrony and synchrony perception, and a (4) random dot motion direction task, we varied the task difficulty and examined the interactions between these SN nodes. In all the experiments, behavioral accuracy decreased and response time increased with task difficulty. The BOLD signal increased in SN nodes with the ambiguity in the sensory information. We also found that there were significant directed functional connections between AIs and dACC in all four tasks and that the interactions between these nodes increased with task difficulty. The observed difficulty-dependent functional architecture of SN suggests that the dACC and AIs are part of a large-scale cognitive system that facilitates sensory integration in PDM.